
The Bias Stripper is for perfect cutting 2G" or 2H" 
bias strips up to 22" in length.

Cut a pieced strip set of 2H" strips into 2H" diamonds 
or a single fabric 16" wide into 2G" bias strips  
for binding.

®

Bias Stripper
■ Laser Precise

■ Cuts 2G" and 2H" widths

■  Cuts Bias Strips

■ Heavy Gauge PETG Plastic
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Radiant Star from 2H" Strips

Bias Binding from 2G" Strips

FRAGILE – Handle with Care



1.  Cut and piece 2H" strips together. 
Offset each strip 2" for best use of 
strips.

2.  Line up strips with lines on cutting 
mat. 

3.  Place Bias Stripper on left end of strip. 

4.  Line up red line with 2H" marks 
across bottom of strips. Make sure 
first diagonal slit on cutter is in from 
selvage edge. 

5.  Put rotary cutter blade in first 2H" 
slot. Cut away from you, keeping cut-
ter in slot. 

6.  Move rotary cutter to next 2H" slot. 
Continue cutting 2H" bias strips.

Right Handed Cutting 2H" Bias Strips Into Diamonds

7.  After cutting sixth strip, pull Bias 
Stripper away. Pick up Stripper and 
move it to right.

8.  Line up first diagonal slot with cut 
edge.

9.  Continue to carefully and accurately 
cut 2H" bias strips.

Line up red line with 2H" 
marks across bottom of strips.

Cut 2H" bias strips.



Left Handed Cutting 2H" Bias Strips into Diamonds

1.  Cut and piece 2H" strips together. Offset 
each strip 2" for best use of strips.

2.  Turn strips over so they are  
wrong side up. 

3.  Line up strips with lines on cutting mat. 

4.  Flip Bias Stripper over so numbers are 
wrong side up. 

5.  Place Bias Stripper on right end of strips. 

6.  Line up red line with 2H" marks 
across bottom of strips. Make sure 
first diagonal slit on cutter is in from 
selvage edge. 

7.  Put rotary cutter blade in first 2H" 
slot. Cut away from you, keeping cutter 
in slot. 

8. Continue cutting 2H" bias strips.

9.  After cutting sixth Diamond strip, 
pull Bias Stripper away. Pick up 
Stripper and move it to left.

10.  Line up first diagonal slot with cut 
edge.

11.  Continue to carefully and accurately 
cut 2H" bias strips.

Flip Bias Stripper over so numbers are wrong side up.

Line up red line with 2H" marks across bottom of strips.
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1.  Line up 16" strip with lines on cutting 
mat. 

2.  Place Bias Stripper on left end of strip. 

3.  Line up green line with 2G" marks 
across bottom of strip.  

4.  Put rotary cutter blade in first 2G" 
slot. Cut away from you, keeping cutter 
in slot. 

5.  Move rotary cutter to next 2G" slot. 
Continue cutting 2G" bias strips.

6.  After cutting sixth strip, pull Bias 
Stripper away. Pick up Stripper and 
move it to right.

7.  Line up first diagonal slot with cut 
edge.

8.  Continue to carefully and accurately 
cut 2G" bias strips.

1.  Line up 16" strip with lines on cutting 
mat. 

2.  Place Bias Stripper on left end of strip.
Flip Bias Stripper over so numbers are 
wrong side up.

3.  Line up green line with 2G" marks 
across bottom of strips. 

4. Continue cutting 2G" bias strips.

Right Handed Cutting 2G" Bias Strips for Binding

Line up green line with 2G" 
marks across bottom of strips.

Cut 2G" bias strips.

Left Handed Cutting 2G" Bias Strips for Binding


